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Useful for: producing new ideas or for gathering insights about a cohort’s 
experience of some specific thing.

Very good for: self-discovery, empathy, invention.
Good for: realization, cohesion.
Type of exercise: team or individual.

General description: These kinds of exercise propose an imaginary place where everything is the same as 
the world the participants live in except for one (or more) thing that is different. 
This could be something missing, something added or something that acts diffe-
rently – obviously the thing, or things, you change are pertinent to the objective of 
the session. These kinds of exercise ask participants to rethink things they take for 
granted. Almost anything that asks, ‘What if…’ fits into this category.
This exercise is particularly revealing when the participants are a heterogeneous 
group and can be formed into homogeneous teams, the different points of view 
of different cohorts is highlighted in their diverse interpretations of the proposed 
change. It is also a great innovation exercise as it can produce highly unusual ideas.

Requirements: A worksheet that describes/visualizes that which is different in the parallel uni-
verse and provides space, or spaces, where the consequences of this can be noted. 
Multiple spaces with captions can invite reflections on the effects of the change on 
specific things or people.

Example assignments: • ‘In a parallel universe, you can remotely control your patients for exactly 120 se-
conds every day, how do you use this time?’ The worksheet could be an elaborate 
remote control machine that needs to be programmed with time, action, etc.

• ‘In a parallel universe, you can be in two places at once for 10 minutes every day, 
how do you use this time?’ The worksheet could be a double calendar entry.

• ‘In a parallel universe, everybody is absolutely convinced of XXX and YYY, how 
does this affect ZZZ?’ Or the opposite: ‘In a parallel universe, nobody believes 
XXX and YYY, how does this affect ZZZ?’.

• ‘In a parallel universe, people don’t have mouths or digestive tracts. How do you 
administer drug X?’ The worksheet could show a drug packaging to be comple-
ted with the formulation and next to it a prescription to be written out.

Outcome: When presenting, teams correctly tend to explain only the alternative reality they 
have imagined, sometimes it is important to ask how this differs from today and 
maybe ask why certain positive changes can’t be implemented in our universe.
As usual, look out for congruence and incongruence in the different teams’ wor-
ksheets, use group conversation to explore the significance and importance of the 
diversity.
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Collaborative Creativity is a powerful methodology 
for groups that uses multiple bursts of creative 
challenges to solve complex problems.
Specifically developed for healthcare companies, Collaborative 
Creativity has been successfully utilized with internal and external 
stakeholders to reveal insights, nurture innovation and improve 
collaboration. Because the power of creativity lies as much in the 
creative process as in the output of ideas.

This book will introduce you to:

- The eight principles of Collaborative Creativity

- The practical applications and relative
 benefits of Collaborative Creativity

- Moderation guidelines for Collaborative
 Creativity sessions

- Examples of Collaborative Creativity exercises.

Peter Comber is the inventor of the Collaborative 
Creativity methodology and founding partner
of Atstrat, a company providing Collaborative
Creativity services to the healthcare industry.

An expert in applied creativity, with 35 years
of professional experience that also includes
a deep understanding of qualitative research,
strategic planning and international marketing
and management, Peter has unique practical 
knowledge of the power of group creativity.


